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Les positions rapportées au système géodésique WGS 84
issues d'un système de positionnement par satellites (par
exemple un récepteur GPS) peuvent être portées
directement sur cette carte
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Position obtained f rom satellite nav igation sy stems ref erred to the WGS-84 can be plotted on this chart
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
The aids to navigation represented on this chart may be incomplete.
There are probably other shore-based and floating AtoNs, the coordinates and characteristics of which have not been
retrieved.
This chart is only a Satellite Derived Bathymetry (SDB) demonstrator and should not be used for navigation.
The various contours and depths depicted (inside the dashed blue line from 0 to 20 m) have been determined solely
by SDB modelling, using Sentinel-2 spectral bands.
Real depths can occasionally be shallower than the chartered values and some coral pinnacles might have remained
undetected by Earth Observation Satellite or overseen in the modelling process.
Depths uncertainties are represented in the zones of confidence (ZOC) diagram below.
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The area has been almost
entirely covered by satelite
images; How ever features
dangerous to surface
navigation might have
remained undetected.
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Inland Topography, Lights
and AtoNs have been
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